ButterflyMX has developed a secure and convenient smart building entry platform that tethers cloud-based software to intuitive touchscreen and mobile hardware. It allows you to open and manage building entrances using ButterflyMX app. You can also control the elevator utilizing integrating SMART elevator dispatch systems.*

And, it integrates with Keyscan aurora software to provide a robust visitor management solution.

Integrating ButterflyMX with Keyscan Aurora allows your tenants to manage access to the facility from their smartphone utilizing Aurora permissions. They can receive video calls, call elevators, unlock doors remotely, grant managed access for delivery and service providers, plus access Aurora audit reports of all ButterflyMX system activity.
Features and benefits:

| OFFICE: | • Manage and open doors with your smartphone via our mobile app  
|        | • Enable visitor and courier property access from anywhere  
|        | • Provide frictionless property access by connecting to your access control system  

| COWORKING: | • Simplify tenant management from an online dashboard or connect your PMS to automate the process  
|           | • Issue temporary property access via Guest Passes or pin codes — both of which can be revoked at any time  

| INDUSTRIAL/WAREHOUSE: | • Enhance security with time- and date-stamped photos taken everytime property access is granted  
|                       | • Grant remote access from anywhere you have internet, even in another part of the world  

Integration Requirements:

| Software | Keyscan Aurora Ver. 1.0.21 or higher  
|          | EARU-BFLY Aurora butterflyMX integration licence  

* Visit www.butterflymx.com for added information on software and installation. Elevator Integration from Thyssenkrupp required for elevator floor control. Other licences may also be required. Contact ButterflyMX sales and service for details.